
Welcome to KOA— the celebratory story of four siblings told through the art of
Modern European and Asian fusion fine dining.

Our founders are explorers and discoverers of different tastes and journeys. They
always carry their gems back home to weave collected tales together. This tailored the
concept of KOA, a concept like no other, rooted heavily in their close-knit tie.

In a warm and luxurious setting, The Four aims to deliver a world-class, immersive
experience where exceptional service is at the heart of everything KOA does.

1st Person POV

Expect The Unexpected

We dare to go where others don’t and we make opposites attract; a truly sensational
treat for any celebrated gourmet. KOA is high-end yet welcoming mix of
sophistication and simplicity you can’t get enough of.

You will discover the finest contemporary fusion cuisine, drawing inspiration from all
four corners of the world, as we are influenced by the West and pay homage to the
East. Our hotchpotch of modern European specialties and Asian treats and delights
satisfies the connoisseur of taste in every guest.

Whether you snack on pastries, sip on coffee at brunch or sit back and revel in fine
dining of exquisitely presented dishes, wallow in the artistry of our world-renowned
chefs. If you are in a rush, saunter over to the sushi section for a quick and flavorsome
grab. There is no stopping vegans either as we offer vegetarian options to be inclusive
and welcoming to all. We truly strive to stand out and offer you all at once.



An Impressive, Immersive Experience

Your luxurious, laidback spot for grand vibes and divine world-class food.

Our charm lies in how we daze you; be it the grand assortment of flavors and aromas
hailing from all over the world or the magical, nature-inspired interior warming you
from within.

At KOA, our dishes are a triumph of careful texture and composition offered with
immaculate precision. In case you want to sit back and relax, say ‘chin chin’ to a spot
of Afternoon Tea. The freshly brewed tea from different places engulfs you with tales
from around the globe. We arrange an assortment of sandwiches and cakes
accompanied by freshly bakes Afternoon constants and the feast with the tower of
treats will light up your eyes in awe.

Then there is our notable A La Carte menu! It changes throughout the year to mark
the birth of each of our four founders who were born in different seasons. The
magnificent tree encompassing the restaurant speaks for that. While the trunk
represents their devotion to quality, the branches sprawling out symbolizes their taste
for exploration and adventure. Furthermore, seasonal phenomena combat your diner
boredom, and our rotating menu helps us stay in the top spot.



Natural Aesthetics Showcase Our Inspiration

Our modern architecture is achieved through the immersive and theatrical aura and
inspired by nature, relationships, and spirituality. The moment you enter our calming
haven with earthy elements that resonate with you and us, you are emotionally
charged, soothed, and excited. The understated elegance of natural finishes will
remind you of places you have or never been to.

Our large glass windows and high ceiling with open beams of light poured in will
frame your view into a runic one; a real beauty. The white light offsets the intensity of
the flair of parametric walls bridging the high ceiling and stretched-out minimalistic
marble flooring. To balm your mind and soul, the walls are inspired by the currents of
the sea and dunes of the desert; both of which represent reliability, growth, earth, and
our heritage. Representing prosperity, strength, and life, our humongous tree stands
tall and sturdy.

KOA is designed to give two-story perspectives. The Jungle is a zesty respite with lit
fireflies scattered, and skies above you. It is a place of occasion that glows from
within. Closely at The Nest, you will feel like seated inside a treehouse: your personal
bite of paradise without distractions save for the subtle rocking of fireflies within your
reach. Your uninterrupted hours are literally above and beyond the bustles of
liveliness a floor down.



WHY COME TO KOA

Our Space

Ground Floor - The Jungle
Prepare yourselves to feel like being inside a giant jungle, the perfect place to start an
adventure. Escape to the buzzy section of KOA on a gloomy day and enter a world
where your wildest and most exotic dining dreams come true. Explore the menu of
our eclectic mix and discover a treasure chest of tastes from every corner of the wide
world.

Mezzanine - The Nest
Head up the stairs to transcend into the snug wrapping of The Nest experience. Factor
in the intimate and fancy setting with fireflies hovering above your head, this curved
space of tropical oasis is a pretty perfect spot for a romantic date. Here on the
Mezzanine level, you’ll share more magical moments with your loved ones while
indulging in our excellence at the top of our tree.

Outdoors - The Shade
For alfresco dining to bathe in the glory of natural light on sunny days, you can head
out to The Shade. You get to cool off, feel the breeze, and relax in the daylight hours
—all while you dive into our dreamy menu of mouth-watering treats and refreshing
drinks to quench your thirst.

Artistic Details

Sparks of Blue

We made the fireflies carefully spaced over the expanse of ceiling glow fully ablaze in
varying colors. They add to our festive view from outside as if lit fireflies are dancing
for real. The subtle addition of eerie blue fireflies, when they cross as lightning, points
to our brand identity.

Iconic Tree



Our centerpiece is the towering tree carved to absolute perfection with its delicate
lines and bold details. It stands as the core, reflecting our origin and solid roots in
relationships and our inspiration and connection with nature.

Parametric Walls

Instead of traditional walls, we chose the undulating parametric design to mount the
walls of KOA as it flows through the space, responds to the complex structure, and
gives an illusion of animate form. The rises, dips, and grooves are carved to perfection
to draw attention and peak for an added effect.



Sushi Counter & Firefly Bar

Here, a sushi lover will hear the roars of growling in their belly.

At the counter, the Japanese culture of suiseki shapes your view with free-flowing
textures of rocks with shades of greens circling them. The wait for our Japanese treat
is anything but boring, especially when teamed with cocktails swirled with fresh
ingredients and flavors chosen from our refreshing menu, perched or not!

Our menu extends to a section for ‘Firefly Collection’ introducing drinks inspired by
fireflies. From vivid yellow and pure amber to warm orange and heated red, you have
options for different bursts of hues and flavors. Pick any and brace yourselves to
freshen up with a punch.



The KOA Story

It doesn’t matter who you’re with, or what’s the occasion - KOA is where it’s at. It’s
the glitzy labor of love of The Four.

‘KOA’ means ritual; the sacred celebration of getting together with your loved ones
for food, drinks, and happy hours. In a lush comfort, our golden all-day dining
experience with an appetizing menu, inspired by East meets West, makes your
celebration of togetherness extraordinary.

We’re 4 siblings who were born in 4 different seasons. What do we have in common?
We break bread together. Sure, we branched out and explored the world on our own,
discovered new cuisines, and made memories of a lifetime. Yet we always came back
to our core to toast to life with beautiful dishes and drinks, cheek by jowl.

As individuals, we have been to every part of the planet and fell in love with different
cultures and countries. As a family, we have carried our favorite flavors to your table
at KOA so you can experience our journeys too. By the time you leave, you will be
totally smitten and will want to come back for more, which is why we’d love KOA to
be your home away from home.

Bon Appetit!

Our story starts in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia but our next chapters will be set
overseas as we look forward to bringing our unique experience to the lights and allure
of London and Dubai.

We invite you to join us on this journey of a lifetime.



3rd Person POV

Expect The Unexpected

KOA is a high-end yet welcoming mix of sophistication and simplicity you can’t get
enough of. As a truly sensational treat for any celebrated gourmet, KOA dares to go
where others don’t and they make opposites attract.

To any omnivore’s surprise, their variety is unrivaled. You will discover the finest
contemporary fusion cuisine, drawing inspiration from all four corners of the world,
as they are influenced by the West and pay homage to the East. Their hotchpotch of
modern European specialties and Asian treats and delights satisfies the connoisseur
of taste in every guest.

Whether you snack on pastries, sip on coffee at brunch, or sit back and revel in fine
dining of exquisitely presented dishes, wallow in the artistry of their world-renowned
chefs. If you are in a rush, saunter over to the sushi section for a quick and flavorsome
grab. There is no stopping vegans either as they offer vegetarian options to be
inclusive and welcoming to all. KOA truly strives to stand out and offer you all at
once.

An Impressive, Immersive Experience

Your luxurious, laidback spot for grand vibes and divine world-class food.

KOA’s charm lies in how they daze you; be it the grand assortment of flavors and
aromas hailing from all over the world or the magical, nature-inspired interior
warming you from within.

The dishes are a triumph of careful texture and composition offered with immaculate
precision. In case you want to sit back and relax, say ‘chin chin’ to a spot of
Afternoon Tea. The freshly brewed tea from different places engulfs you with tales
from around the globe. They arrange an assortment of sandwiches and cakes
accompanied by freshly baked Afternoon constants and the feast with the tower of
treats will light up your eyes in awe.



Then there is their notable A La Carte menu! It changes throughout the year to mark
the birth of each of the four founders who were born in different seasons. The
magnificent tree encompassing the restaurant speaks for that. While the trunk
represents their devotion to quality, the branches sprawling out symbolize their taste
for exploration and adventure. Furthermore, seasonal phenomena combat your
diner's boredom, and the rotating menu helps KOA stay in the top spot.

Natural Aesthetics Showcase Our Inspiration

The modern architecture of KOA is achieved through the immersive and theatrical
aura and inspired by nature, relationships, and spirituality. As soon as you enter the
calming haven with earthy elements that resonate with you, you are emotionally
charged, soothed, and excited. The understated elegance of natural finishes will
remind you of places you have or never been to.

The large glass windows and high ceiling with open beams of light poured in will
frame your view into a runic one; a real beauty. The white light offsets the intensity of
the flair of parametric walls bridging the high ceiling and stretched-out minimalistic
marble flooring. To balm your mind and soul, the walls are inspired by the currents of
the sea and dunes of the desert; both of which represent reliability, growth, earth, and
The Four’s heritage. Representing prosperity, strength, and life, the humongous tree
stands tall and sturdy.

KOA is designed to give two-story perspectives. The Jungle is a zesty respite with lit
fireflies scattered skies above you. It is a place of occasion that glows from within. At
the same time, at The Nest, you will feel like seated inside a treehouse: your personal
bite of paradise without distractions save for the subtle rocking of fireflies within your
reach. Your uninterrupted hours are literally above and beyond the bustles of
liveliness a floor down.

WHY COME TO KOA

Our Space

Ground Floor - The Jungle



Prepare yourselves to feel like being inside a giant jungle, the perfect place to start an
adventure. Escape to the buzzy section of KOA on a gloomy day and enter a world
where your wildest and exotic dining dreams come true. Explore the menu of their
eclectic mix and discover a treasure chest of tastes from every corner of the wide
world.

Mezzanine - The Nest
Head up the stairs to transcend into the snug wrapping of The Nest experience.
Factor in the intimate and fancy setting with fireflies hovering above your head, this
curved space of tropical oasis is a pretty perfect spot for a romantic date. Here on the
Mezzanine level, you’ll share more magical moments with your loved ones while
indulging in our excellence at the top of our tree.

Outdoors - The Shade
For alfresco dining to bathe in the glory of natural light on sunny days, you can head
out to The Shade. You get to cool off, feel the breeze, and relax in the daylight hours
—all while you dive into KOA’s dreamy menu of mouth-watering treats and refreshing
drinks to quench your thirst.

Artistic Details

Sparks of Blue

The carefully spaced fireflies over the expanse of ceiling glow fully ablaze in varying
colors. They add to the festive view of KOA from outside as if lit fireflies are dancing
for real. The subtle addition of eerie blue fireflies, when they cross as lightning, points
to the brand identity.

Iconic Tree

The centerpiece is the towering tree carved to absolute perfection with its delicate
lines and bold details. It stands as the core, reflecting The Four’s origin and solid
roots in relationships and KOA’s inspiration and connection with nature.

Parametric Walls



Instead of traditional walls, KOA chose the undulating parametric design to mount
the walls as it flows through the space, responds to the complex structure, and gives
an illusion of animate form. The rises, dips, and grooves are carved to perfection to
draw attention and peak for an added effect.

Sushi Counter & Firefly Bar

Here, a sushi lover will hear the roars of growling in their belly.

At the counter, the Japanese culture of suiseki shapes your view with free-flowing
textures of rocks with shades of greens circling them. The wait for the Japanese treat
is anything but boring, especially when teamed with cocktails swirled with fresh
ingredients and flavors chosen from the refreshing menu, perched or not!

The menu extends to a section for ‘Firefly Collection’ introducing drinks inspired by
fireflies. From vivid yellow and pure amber to warm orange and heated red, you have
options of different bursts of hues and flavors. Pick any and brace yourselves to
freshen up with a punch.

The KOA Story

It doesn’t matter who you’re with, or what’s the occasion - KOA is where it’s at. It’s
the glitzy labor of love of The Four.

‘KOA’ means ritual; the sacred celebration of getting together with your loved ones
for food, drinks, and happy hours. In a lush comfort, KOA’s golden all-day dining
experience with an appetizing menu, inspired by East meets West, makes your
celebration of togetherness extraordinary.

The founders are 4 siblings who were born in 4 different seasons. What do they have
in common? They break bread together. Sure, they branched out and explored the
world on their own, discovered new cuisines, and made memories of a lifetime. Yet
they always came back to their core to toast to life with beautiful dishes and drinks,
cheek by jowl.



As individuals, they have been to every part of the planet and fell in love with different
cultures and countries. As a family, they have carried their favorite flavors to your
table at KOA so you can experience their journeys too. By the time you leave, you will
be totally smitten and will want to come back for more, which is why The Four would
love KOA to be your home away from home.

Bon Appetit!

KOA’s story starts in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia but the next chapters will be set
overseas as The Four look forward to bringing KOA’s unique experience to the lights
and allure of London and Dubai.

The Four invites you to join us on this journey of a lifetime!


